Calendar

August 28
Sal and Deborah
Mele
September 18
Gary and Marilyn Siegel Battery power. Montecito
October 9
Jim and Sylvia Eldridge Track and battery power.
Burbank
October 30
Georges and Marie Arsenault
- Battery power. Winnetka
November 20
Gary and Marilyn Siegel Battery power
Montecito.
December 12
Mike & Lorraine Newlon
Santa Rosa Valley
Members only

AUGUST 2021
Siegel Meet
Those who attended the
July meet at the Siegel’s
place enjoyed beautiful
weather, an uncrowded
mainline and good
company. Marilyn
admiring Gary Raymond’s
freight train as he explains
the difference between
1:29 and 1:32, (below).
Gary Sigel eating
cantelope and cultivating
his Ernest Hemingway
look. (right).
Thank you Gary and
Marilyn.
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Next Meet
Sal and Deborah Mele are planning a meet for August 28, 2021, at 11:00 am.
This is a really fun railroad with lots of working, mechanical animations. Last
year he premiered a working Funicular and “Jacob’s Ladder.” Who knows what
he will come up with this year. Make sure you bring your own lunch. Continue to
be careful as we don’t want to be known as “super spreaders” amid this latest
“surge.” Sigh, will this ever end?
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A little historical perspective courtesy
of Bill Fincher
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Making New Brass Stirrup Steps
John Lyans
A couple of weeks ago I was putting a couple of Bob Uniack’s 1:32 resin car kits and ran across
one problem. Maybe its just my clumsy hands but I kept breaking the fragile plastic stirrup steps.
It’s not only these cars but I have several other cars that have broken stirrup steps through one
mishap or another. Some of these large scale cars have sturdier steps than others but quite a few
of my cars have this problem, (ie: 1:32 Accucraft cars). Anyway, here is what I did to replace the
broken parts and in the process make these cars more durable.

This is about the smallest brass bar material that I
could find, 1/32” x 1/16” (Ventura Hobby)

I cut a piece of hardwood to the width that I wanted
for my new stirrups using the old broken step as a
guide.

Bending the brass stock over the hardwood

Using another piece of hardwood, (here showing two
pieces glued together), I cut a dado wide enough for
the bent brass to fit into

Dado cut in a block of wood

Clamp the brass into dado tight...

Trim the brass ends.
a .033 drill bit.

Previously bent brass inserted into dado

...so that you get nice tight bends

The wood that was cut for first bend

like this

If you want the style on the right use two pliers to twist the ends….then drill your holes (I used

This is what you end up with. The steps are a little bit
heavier than the prototype perhaps but if you accidentally
bump the step it won’t break. I’m pleased with how they
look. You can attach these with 0-80 or 00-90 screws or
with metal nbw castings.
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This is the style with the twisted ends on a 1:32 Bob Uniack, Milepost Models, stock car

This is the style with the ends of the stirrup bent outward on a 1:32, Bob Uniack, Milepost Models, outside
braced boxcar. The same technique can be used for any large scale car with broken or missing stirrup steps.

Treasures In The Attic
Hi John: During my recent trip to my daughter's in Plainfield Illinois her boyfriend unboxed the Marklin
train set that he and his brothers played with when they were boys. The set is over 50 years old and looks
brand new. The engines are die cast and the coaches and trolley are tin plate. His sister was just about
ready to have a garage sale. He found out and rescued the whole set.
They're not for sale. I just wanted to share this with the group. Best regards, Ed Davis

Thank you for sharing these Ed!
Beautiful trains.
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~ the RED CABOOSE MOTEL ~
This project started when the GRITFY Timber & Mining Co. had the need for a 20 foot flat car to haul a
load of special finish cut lumber from the mill to a nearby supplier. It was decided the best way to do
this was to modify a redundant AristoCraft 2 axle caboose I had and just use the chassis as a flat car.
After removing the ladders and caboose body I added some stakes on the sides that were left over
from a previous Bachmann flat car project. This was a simple task of drilling holes and filing them
square for a snug fit. I then added some metal wheels and after applying a somewhat weathered look
with some “rattle can” paint I now had what was needed to do the job.
As we all know, when the prototype looks to be about right and works suitably well, you’ve got to have
more so a few additional cabooses were procured and likewise converted. The lumber loads were
scrapes from a neighborhood cabinet shop are held down with chains and cinches from Ozark
miniatures.

With the flat car consist finished as seen here out making its deliveries to the local suppliers with a
fresh load of cut lumber, this left us with several caboose bodies lying around the rail yard so I got this
brain storm that maybe it’s time for the GRITFY to expand its potential earnings. We could establish a
RED CABOOSE MOTEL similar to the one I visited in Pennsylvania years ago which would also be
good to bring some life to that vacant corner on the property. After getting the necessary permits, the
grounds were cleared, foundations poured and the caboose bodies were transported over, set in place
and the utilities were connected.
From the
shop of

Walt
Thompson
Each unit at this motel has its own parking spot and paved front entry. A stove is provided for heating
and they are all equipped with front porch and interior lighting. The grounds appear to be well kept
with a turf-like appearance. This also happened to be a very convenient location for the people
staying there as it is adjacent to the local tavern that I understand also serves excellent food. Bear in
mind, the outdoor light near the Coke machine was put up to distract unwanted wild beasts but that
doesn’t appear to be working too well today?
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The Red Caboose Motel

Some GCGRS members, (that I won’t name), do send me things!
A duck walks into a bar and
asks, “Got any grapes?"
‘No this is a bar and we don’t
serve ducks, now get out of
here.”
Next day the duck comes back,
“Got any grapes?"
No I do not and if you come
here a gain I’m going to nail
your feet to the floor.”
Next day the duck comes back
again and asks, “Got any nails?”
“No,”
“ got any grapes?”
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Not Really Trains – My father’s last flight
I was talking to Dr. John Buster at Gary Siegel’s meet and somehow the conversation went from
steam engines to World War 2 airplanes and I mentioned that my father had been a Navy pilot
during WW2. Right away he asked me if my dad flew Hellcats and I let him know that yes, that
was the plane he flew.

Lt. JG John Robert Lyans in the cockpit of his F6F Navy Hellcat
When my dad returned from the Pacific Theater to his home in Glendale, California he met my mom
and after a number of months he decided to leave the Navy. As part of the mustering out procedure
he went to the naval base in Los Alamitos to accomplish the necessary paper work. While he was in
the office talking to an enlisted clerk he noticed that there was an F6F Hellcat parked right outside
the building. My dad mentioned that that was the plane he flew during the war and right away the
clerk asked him if he wanted to take the plane up for a spin. Dad jumped at the chance and he took
off from Los Alamitos and flew first to downtown Los Angeles and then Glendale where be buzzed
his dad’s office at the Los Angels Times, his folks house in Glendale and the Southern Pacific’s
Taylor yard also in Glendale.
After about an hour of flying he returned the plane to Los Alamitos and completed his Navy
separation process. He always said that this was his favorite flight in the F6F.
Somehow I don’t think an incident like this would happen today.
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